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Abstract

Recent advances in build, test, and deployment automation not only

enable companies shipping new functionality faster to their users,

but also provide them the ability to experiment with functionality

on small fractions of the user base first. These experiments involve

techniques such as A/B testing, canary releases, or dark launches.

However, neither managing multiple experiments in parallel (i.e.,

operating and monitoring multiple versions), nor specifying param-

eters for experiments (e.g., to avoid that they negatively impact each

other) is a trivial task. In my research, I want to support developers

and release engineers conducting experiments in an automated and

data-driven way.
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1 Problem Statement

The trend towards continuous deployment and delivery (CD) [9]

enables companies, and especially Web-based companies, shipping

new functionality faster and more frequently to their users, while

at the same time keeping risks manageable [16]. Supported by a

high degree of automation (e.g., build, test, and deployment), CD

practices allow companies to take advantage of early customer

feedback and reduced time to market [3]. However, shipping new

functionality more frequently bears the risk that occasionally de-

fective changes are released, or changes which do not satisfy the

users’ demands. Those problems have in common that they are

likely to remain undetected in traditional testing environments (e.g.,

users’ reactions to a new UI, performance regressions) as they only

hit surface when facing production workloads [7]. Consequently,

companies are making use of so called continuous experimentation

techniques testing new functionality on small fractions of the user

base in the production environment first. These experimentation

techniques including A/B testing [11, 12], canary releases [9], dark

launches [6, 19], and gradual releases [9] guide development activi-

ties based on data collected on a subset of the users and support

companies in their release decisions, i.e., whether to roll back or

continue rolling out new functionality to a larger user base.

The field of continuous experimentation is widely driven by

well-known industry leaders such as Facebook, or Microsoft. Un-

fortunately, our knowledge is primarily based on the peculiarities
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and needs of those innovation leaders, excluding other companies

and the challenges they face. As our exploratory, empirical study

revealed [17], many companies conduct experiments. However,

release monitoring, experiment design, and experiment result in-

terpretation is mainly based on łgut feelingž rather than on solid,

traceable processes. For instance, what metrics to collect to reason

about a new release’s health state is often based on intuition and

experience. Many study participants did not have the data science

knowledge for both experiment specification and result interpreta-

tion, or the resources to develop tooling for experimentation.

2 Proposed Research

In my research, I want to pave the way for companies of all sizes and

various domains developing service-based applications, and fill this

łknowledge gapž by providing tooling for conducting experiments

and help release engineers and developers specifying them. The

underlying hypothesis of my research is the following:

An explicit and formally defined model of continuous experimen-

tation allows us to support software developers and release engineers

conducting experiments by recommending experiment parameters

(e.g., user group, duration) and verifying the feasibility of experiments

(e.g., they do not negatively impact each other).

Having such a model would support companies and their devel-

opers and release engineers transitioning from łgut feeling-basedž

experimentation to explicit data-driven experimentation. In the

following, I will motivate my research questions that are used to

validate my hypothesis and discuss how they contribute to support

the specification, verification, and execution of experiments.

In a first step, I need to understand the underlying characteristics

of experiments. This includes getting an idea of the commonalities

of the different experimentation techniques and how we can make

use of them. Having a deeper understanding of both runtime and

non-runtime aspects of continuous experimentation allows me to

create a conceptual model of experimentation, which will serve as

a common basis for both executing and verifying experiments.

RQ 1: What are the common characteristics of continuous

experiments and how can we explicitly model them?

In addition, experimentation requires operating multiple ver-

sions of an application in parallel (e.g., a stable checkout service

and an experimental, new implementation of it fastCheckout). Dur-

ing the course of the experiment, and based on the continuously

collected monitoring data, user assignments to specific versions

may change dynamically (e.g., further rollout of fastCheckout, or

rollback to checkout because it does not behave as expected). Man-

ually observing (i.e., services’ health states, technical and business

metrics) and administering (e.g., operating multiple versions in

parallel, user reassignments) continuous experiments is a daunting

task, especially for companies with multiple distributed teams inde-

pendently working on their services. Those teams might even run

their own experiments, which makes it also hard to keep track of
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what experiments are executed, in which parts of the application,

by whom, for how long, and at which scope. Therefore, in RQ 2, I

plan to take the conceptual model of RQ 1 as a basis and provide

tooling for the automated, data-driven execution of experiments:

RQ 2: How can we support software developers and release

engineers in conducting automated and data-driven experi-

ments?

RQ 2a: How can we ensure that our approach scales and

also works for large organizations with multiple dis-

tributed teams?

RQ 2b: How can we make experimentation explicit by us-

ing a domain-specific language, and thus foster aware-

ness and traceability of experiments?

Once we are able to support the automated execution of defined

experiments, we still lack solutions to help developers or release en-

gineers to actually verify whether or not the experiment she or he

intends to run is feasible. I want to investigate whether we can ver-

ify prior launching an experiment whether its underlying service

configuration (i.e., the services and versions being part of the exper-

iment) are actually compatible to each other. Moreover, different

data sources (e.g., historic traffic, past experiments, current assign-

ments) are available which might provide valuable resources for

the recommendation of experiments on different levels of complex-

ity (e.g., recommending single parameters, recommending entire

experiments). Consequently, RQ 3 is formulated as follows:

RQ 3: How can we verify and recommend experimentation?

Each of those research questions are directly related to the hy-

pothesis. Finding a conceptual model of continuous experimenta-

tion in RQ 1 is essential for Research Questions 2 and 3 as it lays

the foundations for both the execution and the verification steps.

3 RQ1: Characteristics and Model of
Experimentation

To address RQ 1, I plan to investigate the state of experimentation

in companies of different sizes and across multiple domains.

3.1 The State of Experimentation

We conducted a study [17] to gain insights on how companies make

use of experimentation practices. This includes investigating for

which types of changes they conduct experiments, how they inter-

pret the collected data of which metrics, for how long they typically

run experiments, how they select user groups for experiments, how

they implement experimentation in their application ecosystem,

and who is responsible for the experiments. In addition, we wanted

to shed light on the obstacles companies face when conducting

experiments, or what prevents them from conducting experiments.

We investigated those questions in a mixed-method study con-

sisting of qualitative interviews combined with a qualitative survey.

We interviewed 31 software developers and release engineers of

27 companies and attracted 187 complete responses in an online

survey. The outcome and observations of this study led to the un-

derlying idea of this thesis. Two of the key findings which mainly

influenced my thesis are:

“Gut Feeling-based” Experimentation: Aside from the afore-

mentioned innovation leaders, our study has shown that experi-

mentation is mainly driven by intuition rather than following a

rigorous formal process. We observed that many release engineers

are mostly going by their gut feeling and previous experience when

defining metrics and thresholds to evaluate the success of experi-

ments. Which features to conduct experiments on, or which users

to consider for experiments is rarely based on sound statistical or

empirical basis.

Technical Debt due to Feature Toggles: Feature toggles [8]

are a common way of handling multiple versions in the same code

base. However, interview participants stated that this increases

complexity (e.g., maintenance) and might lead to technical debt.

This is also confirmed by recent findings of Rahman et al. [15].

3.2 Conceptual Model of Continuous Experimentation

By asking how companies conduct experiments we learned about

characteristics of continuous experimentation. This led to a first

conceptual model of experimentation, which we presented in [18].

Besides experiments being data-driven, experimentation requires

timed, parallel, and ordered execution. The conceptual model covers

the services and the users being part of the experiment and maps to

a state machine. Every single state of the state machine represents

specific user assignments, e.g., which users are assigned to the

fastCheckout service. In each state, a set of so-called checks is exe-

cuted ensuring that the services under experimentation behave as

expected. The outcome of checks then determines the subsequent

state. This could even include łfallbackž states in order to immedi-

ately react to problems with the tested service(s), e.g., reassign all

users to the stable, previous version.

This abstract view on experimentation, having states and tran-

sitions, allows us to combine and chain multiple experimentation

techniques to form, as we call it,multi-phase experimentation strate-

gies. This initial conceptual model was used to implement our mid-

dleware Bifrost [18] to automatically execute such experimentation

strategies (see RQ 2). However, this model covers just a small frac-

tion of experimentation, it only considers those dimensions, i.e.,

services and user groups and their respective traffic, which are part

of the executed experimentation strategy, thus the runtime aspect.

Even though this is sufficient to execute the specified experiment,

it does not prevent developers or release engineers from running

multiple experiments at the same time that might overlap and neg-

atively influence each other, e.g., the same user groups are part of

multiple experiments which make it hard to interpret results and

draw valid conclusions. Therefore, in order to tackle RQ 3, I also

plan to investigate non-runtime aspects of experiments.

4 RQ2: Conducting Automated and
Data-Driven Experiments

To support the automated, data-driven execution of continuous

experiments we developed Bifrost [18]. Bifrost is a middleware im-

plemented on top of the conceptual model presented in RQ 1. How-

ever, as formally specifying every experiment as a state machine

is not feasible for developers or release engineers, we developed a

domain-specific language (DSL) to make experiments explicit (as

we call it experimentation-as-code), thus addressing RQ 2b. The

Bifrost DSL is a YAML-based language, allowing developers and

release engineers to version control experiments, and thus, to keep

track of changes regarding those experiments, as well as, to easily

reuse (parts of) them. The DSL describes the single phases of an

experiment, i.e., what is monitored within the single phases and

how the traffic is routed (i.e., user assignments) within those phases,
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and which phases are executed when (i.e., start of phase based on

conditions of the previous phase’s outcome).

The Bifrost engine as the core component of the middleware

depicted in Figure 1 takes the specified experiment submitted via

the Bifrost command line interface as input, translates it into a

state machine (see RQ 1), and executes it. During the execution it

continuously monitors the specified metrics by querying multiple

data sources (i.e., metrics providers) and (re-)evaluates its current

state of execution.
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Figure 1. High level overview of the Bifrost middleware (Figure

taken from [18]).

The engine configures the Bifrost proxies, lightweight compo-

nents which are placed in front of the services which are part of the

experiment. Proxies intercept each incoming HTTP request (either

from users or other services), and depending on their configuration,

requests are forwarded to a certain instance of a service version.

The usage of proxies as instrument to route traffic allows us to move

the routing logic from the code to our DSL and thus, avoids the

usage of feature toggles and their downsides regarding complexity

and maintenance.

To address RQ 2a, we demonstrated in our paper [18] that our

approach can be used even on the scale of industry leaders in

continuous deployment. We looked at (1) the performance overhead

introduced to systems when the Bifrost prototype is deployed, and

identified Bifrost’s scaling capabilities when confronted with (2) a

large number of multi-phase experimentation strategies executed in

parallel and (3) strategies with a large set of continuously evaluated

metrics and health checks. Even though we evaluated Bifrost on

cheap public cloud instances, we have shown that the middleware

adds on average only 8 ms performance overhead when executing

a multi-phase strategy in comparison to a baseline application

without Bifrost deployed. Bifrost is able to handle more than 100

experiments at the same time on a single core machine and can

cope with more than 1000 checks executed in parallel.

5 RQ3: Recommending and Verifying
Experiments

One cannot assume that engineers are trained data scientists, there-

fore I want to come up with approaches that support developers and

release engineers in specifying experiments on a sound statistical

basis. Running multiple experiments in parallel involves the risk

that experiments influence each other and skew the results. I want

to provide solutions to avoid such situations and provide appropri-

ate tooling for developers and release engineers with limited data

science skills. Given a set of experimentation strategies that are

currently executed or scheduled to be executed and new functional-

ity which should be tested, in my research I want to address service

compatibility and user group recommendation.

5.1 Service Compatibility

Services being part of an experiment might not be compatible with

each other. For instance, a newly introduced functionality might

require (breaking) changes on other services. Consequently, it is

important to verify service configurations (i.e., what services are

part of the experiment and which version of each service) prior

to launching an experiment, making sure that only valid configu-

rations are deployed. I plan to investigate concepts known from

software variability research, especially software product lines [4].

My idea is to transfer ideas of feature models [2] to the service do-

main and make use of SAT solving techniques [14] applied on these

models. This would allow me to help the developer specifying valid

service configurations and in case of incompatible services and

versions, provide the developer recommendations how the configu-

ration can be fixed to meet the constraints defined in the model (i.e.,

the dependencies of the various services and versions). Therefore,

I would need to add a dimension of service dependencies to my

conceptual model of experimentation. A technical evaluation of my

approach will be based on multiple configurations and dependency

models (i.e., number of services and their dependencies) of varying

complexity to prove its functionality.

5.2 User Group Recommendation

Having a valid service configuration to host a new experiment,

the next step is to select a proper user group to experiment with.

Ongoing and scheduled experiments need to be taken into account

making sure that parallel experiments do not negatively impact

each other and a chosen user group provides enough data to reason

about. Based on common statistical approaches (e.g., Kohavi et

al. [12]) to determine a (minimum) sample size for experiments,

both historic and current traffic, and other (scheduled) experiments,

I want to programmatically determine and recommend suitable

user groups for experiments. I want to define a fitness function

taking these constraints into account and consider, for example, the

application of genetic algorithms to identify a suitable user group

allowing us to reason about a new functionality in minimum time

with a certain level of confidence. The evaluation of this approach

should mainly be based on simulation (e.g., different numbers of

services, traffic, experiments in parallel).

6 Related Work

There exist multiple studies on the challenges companies face when

adopting CD and experimentation. Those include experience re-

ports from the perspective of single organizations on their way to

CD (e.g., Chen [3]), but also studies involving multiple companies

and their technical and organizational challenges (e.g., Leppanen

et al. [13]). In our own work, we derived a model based on the

trade-off between release confidence (i.e., the effort companies put

into the quality gates in their development process) and release

velocity (i.e., the pace with which they release new versions).

Moreover, there exist academic publications discussing howwell-

known industry companies conduct continuous experiments. Those

include reports of Microsoft [10, 11] and Google [20]. Similarly,

Fabijan et al. [5] derived a model detailing technical, organizational,

and business evolution to provide a guidance towards data-driven
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experimentation based on an investigation of the evolution of the

experimentation process at Microsoft.

From a technical perspective, Tang et al. [19] provide details on

how Facebook manages multiple versions running in parallel (e.g.,

using A/B testing) with a sophisticated configuration-as-code ap-

proach. Bakshy et al. [1] give insights how Facebook uses a DSL to

separate experimentation design from application code. Recently,

Veeraraghavan et al. [22] described Facebook’s approach called

Kraken to manage (i.e. route) live user traffic on various levels (i.e.,

data center, server) for identifying and resolving (performance)

bottlenecks across their application ecosystem. Tarvo et al. [21]

proposed a tool for automated canary testing incorporating data

collection and analysis. Non-academic work includes open source

tools such as Vamp1 and Spinnaker2. Similar to our own tooling

Bifrost, Vamp offers functionality to automate experiments spec-

ified in a DSL. Unlike Bifrost, Vamp does not support chaining

multiple experimentation techniques to form multi-phased experi-

ments. Spinnaker is tooling created to step in after the CI stage in a

deployment process, and allows the creation of custom workflows

including stages for experimentation and different strategies (e.g.,

canary rollout followed by a blue/green deployment).

7 Conclusion and Further Research

In my thesis, I want to support software developers and release engi-

neers conducting continuous experiments by recommending exper-

iment parameters (e.g., user groups) and verifying the feasibility of

experiments (e.g., making sure that they do not impact each other).

I want to support companies transitioning from łgut feeling-basedž

experimentation to explicit, automated, and data-driven experimen-

tation. The expected contributions of my research include (1) a con-

ceptual model of continuous experimentation incorporating both

runtime aspects of ongoing and scheduled experiments and non-

runtime aspects (e.g., service dependency dimension), (2) a proof-

of-concept implementation to support the automated, data-driven

execution of experimentation techniques combined to multi-phase

strategies, and finally, (3) a proof-of-concept implementation to

support the verification and recommendation of service configura-

tions and experiment parameters (i.e., user group recommendation).

While (1) and (2) are mainly covered, my current research focuses

on the latter, the verification and recommendation of experiments.

A further vision is to combine these tools and set focus on the

IDE as well, making the developer aware of on which parts of an

application’s code base experiments are executed (and under which

configuration), and give them the chance to trigger experiments

directly from within the IDE and get immediate feedback how a

code change performs in the production environment (e.g., on a ded-

icated łdark launchedž service instance for experiments receiving

duplicated traffic).
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